The Committee on the Restrain of the
University together by law to submit
a report as to the progress and extent
of restraining accomplished and such sum
as to be accomplished by the contract to

Very soon after the organization
of your Committee in this meet
of April - a great destructive tempest
of lightning struck the building a very
large portion of the Southern Water
passed over your College building at Chapel Hill
burning the New East Building containing
the Hall and Library of the Philosophic
Society. The incident which a large fire

casually spread a large fire

Patience to good damage from a long and
continued this winter. Fortunately the books
of the library were in a great measure
unnoticed from the falling tree, by the
April 20th the chimney and the adjacent
Hall of the society in the severe and de

ity taken was saved in its furniture
repairs and ornaments by a machine
oil cloth on the horn which
there was would have destroyed the
wall and ceiling of one of the very

management hall of this State. For the imme

ciate care of the master Jones before
the storm had large open we are in this
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